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TO: President Barack Obama

CC: The Honorable Mitch McConnell, Senate Majority Leader
The Honorable Harry Reid, Senate Minority Leader
The Honorable John A. Boehner, Speaker of the House
The Honorable Nancy Pelosi, House Minority Leader
RE: Not One Bomb for Iran Petition

Dear Mr. President,
The greatest threat facing both Israel and America today is Iran’s radical regime that has publically and blatantly
vowed to “wipe Israel off the map” and then attack America. Iranian leaders are boldly speaking out that key
requirements of the P5+1 agreement will never be adhered to while the world’s number one terrorist state is
only a few short steps away from achieving its dream of possessing nuclear weapons.
We applaud your attempts at a diplomatic resolution that would prevent Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon
however, recent reports indicate the P5+1 agreement made a number of significant and worrisome concessions
for the sake of a deal. Furthermore, Iran is now boldly testing a long range missile program with the capability
of delivering a nuclear payload to the shores of the United States.
At the same time, vendors from many nations are lining up for a piece of the pie to sell Iran weapons and
delivery systems specifically prohibited in the agreement.
There are millions in America and Israel who call this agreement a bad deal. They fear Iran cannot be trusted so
long as the facilities and technology to produce nuclear weapons remain intact. The majority of both parties of
Congress are concerned that this deal is a mistake. And now, concerned Americans have also spoken up.
As attested by more than 60,000 signatures to the petition attached, we believe any agreement between the
United States and Iran needed to conform or meet the following two simple standards:
1.   Any agreement the Administration signs with Iran must completely dismantle the regime’s ability to
build a nuclear bomb.
2.   Congress must ratify any agreement proposed by the Administration with regard to Iran’s nuclear
program.
For the safety of both the American and Israeli peoples, along with many other Middle East nations, we ask that
you hear the American people whose voices are represented by Congress and accept any congressional vote on
the deal that carries with a simple majority.
Yours truly,

Susan Michael
ICEJ US Director
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